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THE ORIGIN OF LBH3 “FOUND ‘ER BALLS”
Version: 15 January 2014
Setting: Zapata’s house in Torrance
LBH3 Bored meeting: Mon, Dec 9, 1985
Skit begins after we acknowledge that the evening is dedicated to the Founders—
Jock Eject and Zapata. A toast will be given in their honor. The following is a reenactment of how the evening got its unique name. Let’s introduce the players.

Introduction
Zapata:

Hello, I’m Zapata. I’m a Founder and GM of the Long Beach Hash

and currently one of the Joint Masters. As you can see, I’m an overweight but very
sexy Mexican. I absolutely hate running, and I can tolerate beer...but I’m a Hasher
mainly because of the chicks.

Async:

I’m Async. I’m the On Sec. I handle the database and the compiling

and printing of the Snooze. I’m the brains of this outfit, and I’m married to Mr.
Spock. I am presiding over this meeting. A special topic tonight will be the Long
Beach Hash’s first annual party.

Alouette:

I’m Alouette. I’m the Hash Cash. I take care of the stuff behind

the scenes, and will be taking minutes of this meeting. I’ve been dating this sexy
new guy, Wild Bill, for three months.

Go Go Dancer:

I’m Go Go Dancer. I think Zapata is really hot – and I

think he likes me, too.

Wild Bill:

I’m Wild Bill. I started Hashing last year while working in Malaysia,

and looked up the Long Beach Hash when I returned to California. I’ve been dating
Alouette for...a few weeks (I think). I heard Long Beach is having an annual party,
and I thought I’d let them know how we did it “back in Penang”.
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Suteki Buns:

I’m Suteki Buns. That means “Beautiful Buns” in Japanese. I

don’t know why they named me that. Jock and I are the Long Beach Trailmasters.
I love to help out with things like parties. And, I’ve never met a Hasher Boy I
didn’t like!

MC:

We now join the Bored Meeting in progress, just after most all of the

routine business has been completed.
Suteki: Hey, look at these cool bumper stickers we had made up. They say “Try
Hashing – you might like it?” You think Fruit of the Loom might like them?
Zapata: Yeah, only Fruit will like it. But then again it just might promote
attendance – as long as I don’t have to put it on my car.
Async: All right, everyone – what else is on the agenda?
Suteki: Jock was telling me about an event called an “AGM” and thinks we need to
have one for LBH3.
GO GO: Just what is an AGM?
Suteki: It stands for “Annual General Meeting.” It’s a dress-up affair for
Hashers.
Zapata: Can we take a break here, I’m running out of Beer. (to Go Go he says:) Hey
Hon, could you get me a brewski?
Go GO: Sure, I’ll be right back. (She hustles off)
As soon as Go Go leaves the room Zapata goes over to Suteki.
Zapata: So, Suteki you doing anything this Saturday night? Want to go to a movie?
Back to the Future is playing.
Suteki: I thought you and Go Go were an item.---(Zapata shrugs, laughs a little)
WB: Speaking of beer---Alouette??
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Alouette: Are your legs broke? Get your own beer and while you’re at it—get me
one too.
Suteki: Oh Alouette---I’ll get you a beer, Wild Bill.
WB: Alouette and I just got back from Philly, where we attended their AGM.
Only they called it “Philly H3 Yearly Meeting”. They opened the meeting with a
toast – and everybody threw toast at the Grand Master.
Async: So...we want to put on a Black tie event, like a fancy Ball. Mr Spock would
like that. It might get me out of the Dog house for hashing every night of the
week.
Zapata: And all the girls will get dressed up? I have some great ideas from this
Fredrick’s catalog. (Go GO tears the magazine out of his hands in disgust).
WB: We had something similar “back in Penang”. White dinner jackets, fancy
evening gowns, dinner, music, dancing. It was a blast.
Async to Go Go: Are there any more beers in the cooler?
Go Go: You bet! Do you want me to get you one?
Async: Please.
WB: Get me one too..Please.
Alouette; Philly also thanked the outgoing committee for their help in the past
year, and announced their new committee. They gave out little gifts to prominent
members.
Zapata: I’ve got an idea - let’s make up a bunch of silly awards. Um, um, things like
Most Promiscuous, Best Legs, Best Buns...can you see where I’m going with this?
Suteki: We could also give some like Biggest Whiner, Sleaziest Hasher...
Wild Bill: Both Male and Female!
Async: We should also give awards for the trails themselves – things like Best
Trail, Worst Trail, Best ON ON, Worst ON ON...
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Alouette: Best writeup, Best Dressed, Worst Dressed
Suteki: How about Most Deserved Hashit?
Zapata: There’ll be a lot of competition for that one!
Aysnc: OK – so just about everybody gets an award. What else?
WB: Well, “back in Penang”, they tried to keep it cheap so that everyone could
afford to come. I gotta be sure to tell Fruit about it – he’s always grateful to hear
how we did things over there.
Alouette: Cheap –That’s where I come in. I know of a Hall right around the corner
from Thirsty Isle on Carson in Long Beach. It’s called the Galley. I can arrange
for a catered dinner.
GO GO: I’ve got a question: At the Galley, are the tables going to be round or
square?
Async: Respectfully, GO GO, why the fuck does that matter?
GO GO: I don’t know; I’ll have to think about it...
Alouette: Hey, it’s also right next to the Pussy Cat theatre so if the guys need
some alternative entertainment…………
All the guys: All right! Yeah, yeah...
Async: OK – Down, boys! Sounds like we’re set. Is there anything else?
Suteki: Yes. You know, calling it “AGM” sounds kinda stupid. It just doesn’t have
the pizazz to make me want to come. Why don’t we call it something else?
Async: Well, we could honor the Founders by calling it the Founders’ Ball.
GO GO: That’s close, but still a little bit lame.
Suteki: Hey, I’m single, and there’s a lot of us single girls out there. Guess what?
We’re looking for “Balls,” and I’ll bet we find some that night! How about calling it
“Found Her Balls”?
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Everyone: Yeah, that’s not bad, I kinda like it, pretty cool...
WB: Let’s combine both, and call it “Found’er Balls” with an apostrophe?
Everyone: Yup, that’s it – let’s go with it!
Alouette: Now we’ve agreed on that, what else can we do with that theme?
Suteki: I can make up a bunch of balls to give to people when they arrive. They
can pin them on like corsages. I can make big ones for the Founders and GMs and
little ones for everybody else...
Zapata: Yeah, well make some really big ones for me!!
Everyone toasts, calls “On Out” and exits the stage.

